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CROW'S NEST

EXPERIMENTAL

DRAMA

Covenant Players from Encino, Calif.

FRIDAY — MAR. 5
SATURDAY — MAR. 6

Auditorium 8:00 PM

CONGRATULATIONS

USFSA SOFTBALL TEAM

WINNERS

OF THE MASQUERADE CONTEST

Held on Friday, Feb 26

A conference was held with the Counselors from S.P.J.C. and staff members of our campus. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss course equivalents and admission procedures. A similar conference is being planned for the guidance counselors from Manatee Junior College.
Janis Joplin began as a country blues singer and then moved into rock, but in "Pearl" she has returned to her beginnings. The emotive impact of her style and her sound is retained in this album. There also exists a greater intimacy with the listener which usually is only achieved by a live performance. Janis varies the subject and the mood of her songs; she combines satire and humor in "Mercedes Benz"—an attack on the middle class. "Bobby McGee" is a projection of pure Janis and pure blues, while "Baby" and "Get it While You Can" are hard blues.

Contrasting the previous is the background music present in "Pearl". Instead of the electric sound, most of her songs are recorded with piano and soft guitar. It is for this reason that the quality and range of her voice is so much more evident in this album.

Janis Joplin is fantastic (in my opinion) for her sound will be her a legend. To quote Clive Barnes, "Janis, why did you have to go so soon?"

---

Personal to Zach: Do you still like poetry and

PANDER

There is nothing so gentle
as real strength—
nothing so strong as real

gentleness.
Experimental DRAMA
Covenant Players from ENCLNO CALIF.
Friday- Mar. 5
Saturday- Mar. 6
Auditorium 8:00 PM
FREE
Improvisational- Experimental

Math Tutoring Reasonable Rates
Charles McCracken 391-0707

Flying Club Meeting Thursday
11:30 AM
RM. 159-B

Skitch Henderson Thursday Mar 11
11:30 A.M. is coming! 11:30 AM.

End of Quarter.. MAR. 19
Building B

Student Association Meeting
Monday 11:00 AM

Spring Festival is Coming
See Student Activities Office For Details

Congratulations
USFSP Softball TEAM!
You Won!

Registrar
Registration
March 17th Auditorium
3:30 to 6:30 PM
A conference was held with the counselors from S.P.J.C and Staff
members our campus. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss course
equivalents and admission procedures. A similar conference is
being planned for the Guidance Counselors from Manatee Junior College.

Winners OF THE MASQUERADE CONTEST
HELD ON FRIDAY, FEB 26

Dave Russell Kille-Ann Gomez
Sandy Penrose
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MUSIC OF PEACE
Janis Joplin began as a country blues singer and then moved into rock,
but in Pearl she has to her beginnings. The Smotive impact of her
style and her sound is retained in this album.

There also exists a greater intimacy with the listener which usually
is only achieved by a live performance. Janis varies the subject and
the mood of her songs: she combines sative and humor
in "Mercedes Benz"-- an attack on the middle class "Bobby McGee" is
projection of pure Janie and pure bines, while "Baby" and "Get it while You Can" are Hard blues.

Contrasting the previous is the background music present in "Pearl". Instead of the electric sound, most of her songs are recorded with piano and soft guitar. It is for this reason that the quality and range of her voice is so much more evident in this album.

Janis Joplin is fantastic (in my opinion) for her sound will make her a legend. To quote Clive Barnes, "Janis why did you have to go so soon?"

Personal to Zach: Do you still like poetry and persimmons?

Must be done now

Wanted

Two students interested in taking a survey in the Pinellas Park area for a local theatre. Pay-Hourly rate. About 8 hours. 4 on a Thursday; 4 on a Friday (or your best days) Call Mr. Reilly at 345-9191

Ponder

There is nothing so gentle as real strength, nothing so strong as real

Next Week:

Carla Crow discovers Dr. Fowler's St. Pete